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VINTON was established in the year 2000 under the
guidance of  Mr.A.T Sixtous, a visionary who possesses
decades of expertise in the field of Mechanical Engineering.  
M/s. Sixto & Company, founded in the year 1983, has a
proven track record of more than 4 Decades in offering
engineering solutions to major institutions in the state,
including Cochin Shipyard Ltd, Cochin Port Trust, Coir
Board of India, to name a few. 

1983

Sixto & Co. Established in the year 1983
for executing quality machining and
fabrication works of Cochin Shipyard Ltd.

1990 2000

2010 2018 2023

Started manufacturing of motorised coir ratt
for coir board of  India and delivered to all
major states of India.

Vinton, established in the year 2000 as an
extention of Sixto & Co. for undertaking
Cochin Shipyard metal fabrication work

While concurrently establishing itself as
one of the best executors in Cochin
Shipyard, Vinton expanded its operations
to encompass architectural works.

Shifted the focus exclusively to
Architectural Metalworks, introducing a new
vision called AMW and successfully
executing numerous challenging projects.

Achieved the position of the premier
architectural metalwork project executors
in Kerala, renowned for our commitment to
Quality & Delivery, and expanded our
operations to execute projects across India.

A Chronicle of Excellence



To provide the world access to create and experience the innovative
elegance and luxury of metalworks.

VISION

MISSION
Vinton specializes in crafting bespoke metalwork solutions that
transcend expectations, blending tradition with cutting-edge
technologies and metal crafting techniques. As the trailblazer in India's
architectural metalworks landscape, Vinton is dedicated to igniting
inspiration and fulfilling the diverse needs of architects, designers, and
builders.

Beyond proficient craftsmen, we consider ourselves collaborators and
visionaries,  reshaping environments with unwavering passion and
commitment. Vinton aims to set the standard in architectural
metalworks renowned for our excellence, integrity, and ethical practices.
We cultivate a nurturing work culture that attracts and retains top
talent, valuing each individual's expertise and contributions.

As India's premier architectural metal service provider, we aspire to
establish a lasting legacy that extends far beyond national borders. Our
vision encompasses global expansion while ensuring the enduring
prosperity of our company and our people. We pledge to operate with
fiscal prudence and steadfast dedication to sustainability, reinvesting in
both our human capital and technological advancements.

At Vinton, we are driven by a profound reverence for the artistry and
heritage of metalworking, coupled with an unwavering commitment to
pushing the boundaries of design and innovation.



ARCHITECTURAL
METALWORKS

Architectural metalwork combines the rare qualities of  
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a product that is fabricated and installed to the
highest standards.
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Vinton's legacy in Architectural Metalworks stands as a
testament to decades of experimentation, research, and
development. The in-house processes honed over time
form the foundation of our craft, creating customized
AMW that are truly invaluable to patrons who appreciate
the artistry in architectural metalworks.
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Office Discussion Photo

Consultancy
Specializing in architectural metalwork, we
provide consulting services to architects,
builders, and developers, offering
expertise in the selection, feasibility, and
implementation of architectural metal
elements in construction projects.

Custom manufacturing in architectural
metalwork involves producing unique
AMW projects tailored to its specific
requirements. It allows companies to
deliver one-of-a-kind solutions that
perfectly match its design and functional
needs.

Coordinating design, fabrication,  
installation, and project management to
achieve a successful on-time completion
of projects meeting quality and safety
standards. 

Custom  Manufacturing

Project Execution

SERVICES



Discover More

FACADE & CLADDING

STRUCTURAL ELEMENTS

ART INSTALLATION & SCULPTURE

PARTITION & SCREEN

FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES

LIGHT FIXTURE & SIGNAGE

STAIRWAY & RAILING

DOOR & WINDOW

 
PORTFOLIO

Our portfolio includes a wide range of solutions, each
surpassing industry benchmarks and client aspirations.

https://www.vinton.in/
https://www.vinton.in/
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